Car Review

ASTON
MARTIN
RAPIDE

ATTRACTIVE? More like entrancing. That’s the
affect the Aston Martin Rapide has on people.
Hand on heart, I have never had so many people
stop and stare at one of my test cars before. Even
while writing this a man leaned out of his van to
take a picture of the Rapide, parked on my drive.
Now that’s either flattering or worrying. Do you
really want a car that is going to be the centre of
attention? I suspect, ‘yes’ is the answer, if you’re
in the market for one of the most beautiful car
brands on the planet.
By Tim Barnes-Clay, Motoring Writer

This particular Aston Martin is very different from
its siblings though because it has four doors and
four individual seats. It means you can now take
your family with you to share the thrill of being
in one of the fastest and best-looking cars on the
road today.
Now, I’m married with two small children. My
youngest, only one, doesn’t know much about his
cars yet, but my four year old daughter is learning
fast. She certainly spotted the extra doors on the
morning frost coloured (that’s pearlescent white
to you and me) Rapide, and was inside the car in
a shot. It was only then that I discovered you can
get child seats in the individual bucket seats with
ease. And without them in you can probably get
away with being comfortable as long as you’re
not too near the six foot mark. If you are over
that, you’ll probably end up knocking your head
on the sloping window frame. What’s even more
functional, I discovered, is that the rear seats fold
down to extend boot space from 301 litres to 750
litres. That’s some good load lugging space!
If being in an Aston Martin isn’t entertaining
enough for your rear seat passengers, there is
plenty to keep them, young or old, happy. The
entertainment package consists of a pair of
five-inch LCD screens for watching DVDs on, a
remote control and a pair of wireless headphones
that allow passengers to listen to a different
soundtrack to the one being played over the car’s
loudspeakers. For the driver and passenger, if the
glorious soundtrack of the 6.0-litre V12 engine
gets too much, they can enjoy the Rapide’s
dramatic Bang & Olufsen sound system. This
audio setup consists of a 1,000W amplifier (that’s
the same as I have in my lounge!) and monstrous
15 speakers. To top it all, when you turn the
system on, the smaller speakers on the dash rise
up like periscopes so that

you get a high-end home cinema type of sound
precision. A nice touch.
But enough of all the toys,
what’s under the bonnet?
Well, the Rapide features
a hand-built 6.0-litre V12
engine, producing 470 bhp
with peak power being
delivered at 6000 rpm and
600 Nm (443 lbft) peak
torque at 5000 rpm. A
specifically tuned six-speed
Touchtronic 2 automatic
transmission features as standard, allowing the
driver to change gear automatically or manually
via the steering column-mounted paddles.
All this makes the Rapide a true sports car – a
thoroughbred which can be enjoyed by four
people in unison.
Aston Martin engineers
have spent thousands of
hours tuning suspension,
throttle maps, tyres, brakes
and steering to create a car
that, while practical, also
provides a dynamically
engaging drive. Despite the
extra versatility, the low roof
line,and therefore low centre
of gravity, makes the Rapide
feel like an agile coupe. Its suspension is soft and
forgiving, its steering is light and its accelerator
so progressive and compliant, it’s easy to forget
there’s a colossal engine under the bonnet. That
can all change though if you press two buttons
on the dash. One is a suspension altering button;
this causes the ride to become stiffer, allowing the
Rapide to corner like its on rails. The other,
a sports button, makes everything
go that little bit quicker; the
engine becomes more

eager and the Touchtronic 2 six-speed automatic
gearbox changes up a little later, giving you even
more pace, resulting in a 0-60
mph time of 5.1 seconds and
a top speed of 184 mph.
Despite all that potential
power and speed you can
still drive the Aston Martin
Rapide sensibly, especially
if, like me, you’re carrying
your family around. You can
even go a long way before
needing to feed the car.That’s
because a new fuel tank has been incorporated
to hold 90.5 litres, enabling the Rapide to deliver
a range of over 300 miles without reducing the
car’s sporting dynamics.
Behind the wheel, the Rapide
never seems like a four door
coupe. It genuinely feels
like a supercar and is utterly
pleasing in every way. If you
can afford a car like this,
then I’m jealous. In fact your
kids’ friends will be envious
too because, remember,
this car won’t just be about
you. There’ll be no excuses
about not having enough
room in your sports car to
take the children to school. Your friends will all
start wanting lifts too. You’re hooked though still,
aren’t you?
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Engine: 48 valve 5935cc V12 front
mid-mounted
Transmission: ‘Touchtronic 2’ sixspeed gearbox
Power: 470 bhp
Torque: 443 lb ft at 5000 rpm
Max speed: 184 mph
0 - 60 mph: 5.0 seconds
Combined mpg: 19.0 mpg
CO2: 355 g/km
Price: Approx. £144,950OTR.
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